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Key social computing insight 
Support complex activities—like  experimentation— 
by providing procedural support (how to)  
alongside conceptual knowledge (what)



The Galileo system instantiates this insight

Key social computing insight 
Support complex activities—like  experimentation— 
by providing procedural support (how to)  
alongside conceptual knowledge (what)



In field studies, people used Galileo to 
Design structurally-sound experiments 
Review experiments to provide useful suggestions 
Successfully run experiments with online communities
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Citizen scientists successfully solve expert-defined problems  
as sensors or algorithms
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Tracking bird migration using eBird 
eBird: A citizen-based bird observation network in the 

biological sciences. Biological Conservation 2009. 

Folding proteins using Foldit 
Predicting protein structures with a 

multiplayer online game. Nature 2010.

Motivation



Previous systems support some aspects of novice-
led scientific enquiry on pre-existing datasets
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Collaboratively discuss and 
analyze data. Pathfinder. CHI 2009.

Collaborative annotation and synthesis.  
Commentspace. CHI 2011.

Motivation



People might have intuitions and folk theories that could be 
useful for science.  
How might people design and run experiments w/others? 

Kombucha bacteria: a gut  
probiotic?

Adriana: Kombucha producer from Rio
7

Needs, Research Question



A demonstration that people can collaboratively design 
and run experiments without experts’ involvement
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Citizen-led experimentation. 
Galileo. CHI 21. 

Collaborative hypotheses 
generation. Docent. LatS 2018.

Collaborative idea creation.  
Gut Instinct. CHI 2017.

Research Contribution



Key concern: People don’t know what is an 
experiment design and how to create one

“Kombucha helps the gut” - 
what does this mean? How do I know that participants 

can understand my instructions?

Which group of participants would be 
most appropriate? Can I place my friend 
in the experimental condition I want to? 9
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Step 1: Design 
A participant creates an experiment using 
procedural support
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PRE-POPULATED TEXT

Step 1: Design 
A participant creates an experiment using 
procedural support
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Step 2: Review 
Community members review the 
experiment using scaffolded questions
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Step 3: Run 
Automated routines and just-in-time prompts 
nudge participation and data reporting
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Self-source the first 
design using 
Procedural Guidance

Crowdsource 
technical + 
pragmatic feedback

Complex work—like experimentation with people
—requires multiple kinds of knowledge and skills

Support participation 
with j-i-t data prompts

Takeaway
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Design and Review Experiments Online
Study1

Participants
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Design and Review Experiments Online
Study1

Participants

54 
users

16 
countries

66 
designs

205 
comments

Median design 
time = 27 mins
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People Designed Structurally-Sound Experiments  
and Drew from Personal Intuitions

10/13  
average 
design score

38%  
drawing on lived 
experience

Study1
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Study1

“Avoiding foods high in lectins cures long-term post-
infectious diarrhea” (P31)  
“Drinking kombucha regularly reduces joint inflammation/
arthritis symptoms” (P35)  
 
Popular themes: Diet, Technology use, Alternate Treatments

People Designed Structurally-Sound Experiments  
and Drew from Personal Intuitions
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Study1

More details in the paper!  
 
bit.ly/galileo-chi21 

People Designed Structurally-Sound Experiments  
and Drew from Personal Intuitions
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Three communities—Kombucha, Open Humans, Beer—designed  
and ran experiments

Study2
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Study2

Multiple challenges 
Finding participants, running pilots, and tracking adherence. 
 
Read the paper for more details!  
bit.ly/galileo-chi21 

 
Three communities—Kombucha, Open Humans, Beer—designed  
and ran experiments



The Galileo system instantiates this insight into 
guidance for experiment designers, reviewers, and 
participants

People used Galileo to design and run structurally-
sound experiments

Key social computing insight 
Support complex activities—like  experimentation— 
by providing procedural support (how to)  
alongside conceptual knowledge (what)
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Learning hierarchy (Bloom) 

Complex work: learning & collaboration

citizen control 
partnership 

placation 
consultation 

informing 
therapy / manipulation
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26Participation ladder (Arnstein) 
ladde) 


